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PAYMENT EXTENSION

Credit card processing with Microsoft Dynamics GP

Simplify payment processing
by giving your employees a way to capture secure credit card payments.

What is Payment Extension?
Payment Extension is a PCI-certified credit card transaction service that
provides secure credit card processing with Microsoft Dynamics GP.
Supporting all transaction types, it allows you to complete transactions
right from your ERP’s sales document screen, making credit card purchases
convenient and secure for your customers and your business.
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Payment Extension
for Microsoft Dynamics GP

 ERP

INTEGRATION

 PCI

Manage all credit card transactions directly
through the sales document window in your ERP.
 PRE-AUTHORIZATION

UPLIFT

Increase pre-authorizations by small amounts
when needed.
 ENHANCED

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Manage customer payment methods, create
transactions, and manage past transactions.
 SWIPE

PAYMENT CARDS

Connect to a credit card machine and swipe
payment cards to add them.
 PROCESS

TRANSACTIONS ON POSTED
INVOICES

Process invoices on transactions even after
they have been posted. (Coming soon.)

SECURITY

All transactions are processed in our PCI Level 1
Certified Environment.
 SMART

USER INTERFACE

Contextual UI updates in real time as you
access different records in your ERP.
 SECURE

CARD DATA LINK

Email customers a secure link to add card info if
they don’t want to send it over the phone.
 DEPOSIT

ON ORDER

Take a deposit out on orders for either a
percentage or the full amount of the order.
 UPDATE

CARD INFORMATION BY EMAIL

Email customers a secure link to modify card info.
(Coming soon.)
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 VERSATILE

PAYMENT PROCESSING

Works with all major credit cards as well as
ACH / EFT bank transfers.
 BATCH

PROCESSING

Process large volumes of orders quickly and
efficiently with batch processing.
 EARLY

PAYMENT DISCOUNTS

Applies any early payment discounts defined in
your ERP.
 PAYMENT

NOTIFICATION EMAIL

Send a payment notification email with a secure link
to make the payment. (Coming soon.)

E-COMMERCE READY
Payment Extension and Payment Portal share
the same ERP-integrated foundation as our
e-commerce solution, expanding the selfservice and customer service payment options
available to your clients across all channels.

